Win a great night out on us!
Harrogate International Nursery Fair is running a fabulous competition to win two free tickets to see
top comedian Jason Manford live at the BPA Party & Awards night which takes place at the Majestic
Hotel on Sunday 29th March 2015. The evening includes a three course dinner and dancing until late.
To cap it all, the lucky winner will stay overnight courtesy of The Majestic Hotel, Harrogate. Entry is
free to all nursery retailers and buyers, ENTER HERE – good luck!
Tickets for this event are £40 + VAT each and are running out fast, so if you want to guarantee a
place complete the booking form and return as soon as possible (the competition winner will be
refunded if they have pre-booked tickets).

Massage for the whole family
Stones Aquamassage Ltd is exhibiting at
Harrogate for the first time and is looking
forward to demonstrating its Aquamassage
Therapy Cushions. Perfect for pregnancy, as the
user can lay on their back with no discomfort
and it’s also an ideal way to support babies,
helping to prevent Flat Head Syndrome. Great
at the end of a busy day for mum and dad to
just to lie on and relax, whilst baby massage and
pregnancy massage can be performed on the
cushions. A Product for the whole family. Come
along and give it a try on stand HP103.

Three-in-one baby carrier
Brand new to Harrogate International Nursery Fair, Dinky Dragon is
delighted to introduce the i-angel hipseat baby carrier. This next generation
of baby carrier is the first of its kind in the UK with the most important
benefit being the revolutionary hipseat. The carrier supports the baby well
at all times in the ‘frog leg’ position with no unnecessary pressure
on the pelvis or back for parents. Replacing the need to buy three different
carriers; the i-angel hipseat carrier is a baby carrier, hipseat and toddler
backpack all in one. Used from birth as a breastfeeding aid, the carrier’s
multi-functions allow wearers to carry a child up to the age of three. Visit
Dinky Dragon on Stand HP108.

Stimulating four senses
Cheeky Chompers, home of award-winning Neckerchew, is showcasing its
brand new Comfortchew – a luxurious attachable teething comforter to
stimulate babies and soothe tender gums made from super-soft jersey
cotton, cuddle fleece and ribbons, bringing together baby’s four favourite
essentials – comforter, teether, tags and the feel of their favourite teddy –
and it attaches to the baby, car-seat, pram or pacifier. Along with the

exciting Neckerchew and Comfortchew range , Cheeky Chompers will be presenting its fabulous
collaboration with British designer Joules - two gorgeous prints, farmer Joules and floral Ditsy available in Neckerchew and Comfortchew. Visit Cheeky Chompers on Stand H1.

Fit Parents
High-quality Swedish outdoors brand Thule had parents who want to lead an active lifestyle in mind
when
developing the Thule Glide sports stroller. The Thule Glide is
the
lightest stroller in its category and has an aerodynamic
design that allows you to get the most out of your run or
stroll, on any terrain. It’s extremely stable and filled with
smart functions.
Come and have a go at the Thule Glide yourself and see
Thule’s other ‘Active with Kids’ products; bike seats, child
backpack carriers and child bike carriers. Visit Thule on Stand
A34.

